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Abstract 

The strong increase of traffic in a limited infrastructure requires drivers to cooperate 

in order to arrive safely and on time at their destination. However, 30% of these 

interactions fail (Benmimoun, Neunzig & Maag, 2014). Recent technological 

developments provide the opportunity to support these interactions. In a simulator 

study (N = 50) participants drove on a two lane motorway and were confronted with 

lane-changes by other cars. During these lane changes, participants were supported 

by three novel support systems. In one condition, the indicator of the merging car 

distinguished between planning and executing the manoeuvre. In another condition, 

we added a head-up display (HUD) that signalled the upcoming lane-change of the 

partner car. In a third condition, the HUD also indicated the distinction between 

planning and execution of the manoeuvre. The results showed that the novel 

indicator concept in the first condition was not intuitively interpretable by the 

participants. However, providing information via the HUD did show a strong effect 

on cooperative behaviour of the participants. This effect was stronger as the 

participants could distinguish planning and execution of the manoeuvre. 

  Introduction 

Traffic itself is one of the most complex interactive systems that individuals on earth 

deal with on a daily basis. In order to keep this system running a lot of formal traffic 

rules have been established to prescribe behaviour of everyone acting within this 

system. On the one hand, these rules have the benefit that every individual has a 

formal guide of what to do and what to avoid in traffic. This helps everyone to 

behave in a save way, in addition it also makes the behaviour of others predictable. 

Everyone in traffic will behave, in most cases, according to the rules of traffic. On 

the other hand, these rules help to juridically determine who was right and who was 

wrong after an accident has occurred. However, the formal and juridical character of 

those rules do not guarantee a positive and smooth driving experience. Especially in 

situations in which drivers interact with each other, acting strictly after the 

established rules sometimes hinder such a positive experience. Drivers who act 
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permissively, not insisting on their right of way, contribute to a smoother traffic 

flow, which would result into a more positive driving experience (Hidas, 2002). 

Then again, permissive behaviour, or in more general context cooperative behaviour, 

of drivers does not follow the formal rules of traffic and is therefore not predictable 

to other traffic members involved in the situation. To make behaviour more 

predictable, drivers need to communicate their intentions in such driver-to-driver 

interactions more clearly. However, the only explicit means of communication for 

this task drivers possess today is the turn indicator. This yellow, flashing light has 

been constructed for a very specific purpose, namely communicating that a turn is to 

be engaged. However, it does not fit the wide variety of interactions that are possible 

in contemporary traffic. Other means of communication, for example facial 

expression, headlight flash or the horn, are sometimes used to solve this problem, 

however, they differ widely in their precise usage and, in the case of the headlight 

flash or the horn, are only allowed in case of imminent danger.  

One solution to this problem is the development of modern vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) 

communication technologies. Improving driver-driver interaction by sharing 

information and listening to other systems will be a central issue in future mobility. 

A better "getting along" with others and an effective accident prevention will also be 

reflected in a better driving experience and increased comfort of individual mobility 

(Fekete, Vollrath, Huemer, & Salchow, 2015). Another reason to improve the 

interaction between drivers is the future introduction of automated driving functions. 

These functions can provide information about planned manoeuvres to other traffic 

members, without the need for manual disclosure, explicit communication or model-

based behavioural predictions. If an automatic system is planning a lane change, this 

intention can be made accessible by a general or local limited broadcast and received 

by the affected vehicles at the same time. This information can then be used to 

increase the clarity of the behaviour to other traffic members that will be affected by 

the actions of the automated vehicle.  

One important example for interaction in traffic is the lane change manoeuvre 

(Ellinghaus, 1986). The lane change manoeuvre is a complex task and 9% of 

accidents are related to this manoeuvre (Sen, Smith, and Najm, 2003). According to 

German traffic regulations (StVO, §7), every lane change has to be signalled clearly 

and early enough, and the driver on the target lane has the right of way (Leue, 2017). 

During a lane change, both drivers need to communicate their intention in order to 

achieve a common goal. However, an interview study by Benmimoun, Neunzig, and 

Maag (2004) shows that 30% of all cooperative offerings are prone to 

misunderstandings. An example of such a misunderstanding during a lane change 

would be that the driver on the target lane wants to create a gap for the merging 

driver but this driver aims to merge on the target lane after the car passed.  

Clear communication would improve the interaction in this manoeuvre. However, as 

mentioned earlier the only obvious means of communication in current vehicles is 

the turn signal. The use of this signal during a lane change is required by the StVO 

but the exact usage can differ between individuals. Salvucci and Liu (2002) found 

that drivers can be divided in two groups concerning the use of the turn indicator 

during lane change manoeuvre. The first group uses the indicator to communicate 
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their intention to change the lane and wait for a gap. The other group uses the 

indicator to inform the traffic about an immediate lane change. Haar, Kleen, 

Schmettow, and Verwey (2018) also found that participants in a driving simulator 

differed widely in their reaction to a car communicating a lane change by the turn 

indicator. These findings illustrate that the two-dimensionality of the turn indicator 

(on/off & right/left) does not always communicate sufficient information for an 

efficient and comfortable interaction between drivers.  

We therefore propose to use the technological advances to enhance the clarity of 

intention in a lane change manoeuvre. In order to reduce the ambiguity of the turn 

signal during lane-changes we propose to question the underlying “semantics”. The 

term semantics describes the underlying meaning of varying concepts. Today the 

turn indicator signifies that a driver wants to change its lane, and other drivers 

cannot distinguish between the two usages Salvucci and Liu (2002) described. We 

propose to separate the intention and execution of the lane change manoeuvre. In the 

case of the turn indicator this could be realized by different patterns. A first pattern 

would signal that the driver plans to change its lane and under circumstances request 

that a gap is opened by other drivers. A second pattern would indicate the immediate 

start of the lane change manoeuvre. Those two signals do not necessarily follow 

each other. Some drivers tend to communicate their lane change in the same second 

as they start the manoeuvre. In this case, only the execution signal would be 

provided. In the following, we will call this separation of information enhanced 

semantics. 

These enhanced semantics are not bound to the turn indicator. To further enhance 

the clarity of other driver’s intentions, these intentions can also be provided to the 

driver by using the internal head-up display (HUD). This would render the driver 

more independent of the technological equipment of others. Information about the 

planning and the execution of a manoeuvre can be provided by the own car, too, but 

this does require an automatic manoeuvre recognition or communication by V2V. 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of these enhanced semantics and the use of a 

HUD to communicate the intentions of others during a lane change manoeuvre we 

executed a simulator study. In this study, we simulated a prototypical turn indicator 

and a HUD system.  These systems are illustrated in Table 1. The modified turn 

signal follows the earlier mentioned recommendations and is composed of two 

different patterns. The planning of a lane change manoeuvre is communicated by a 

swiping animation in the direction of the planned lane change. The start of the 

manoeuvre is communicated by a flashing animation of the whole indicator. 

Analog to this the HUD system was designed. During the planning of a manoeuvre, 

a flashing arrow is projected on the street next to the car that plans the lane change 

manoeuvre. In the second phase of the manoeuvre, this arrow moves from right to 

left and creates a plane equivalent to the needed space of the car on the target lane. 

In both cases, the lane-changing car uses the normal turn indicator. 

Providing this more clear and detailed information about the intention of others to 

drivers will influence the general perception of the situation itself. This changed 

perception will also influence the permissive behaviour of drivers. In the case that 
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drivers will have more information about the detailed intention of others they will be 

showing behaviour that is more permissive. In order to evaluate these effects, we 

executed a driving simulator study. 

Table 1 - Overview showing the prototypical HMI concepts used in the study 

Mean of 

communication 
Manoeuvre Visualization 

Turn Indicator 

Signal 1: 

Planning a 

manoeuvre 
 

Signal 2: 

Starting a 

manoeuvre 
 

Head-up 

Display 

Signal 1: 

Planning a 

manoeuvre 

 

Signal 2: 

Starting a 

manoeuvre 

 
 

Method 

Participants 

In our study, 51 individuals form the Volkswagen Participant pool participated. All 

of them signed an informed consent and were informed about the study. One 

participant showed simulator sickness during the experiment and was therefore 

excluded from the analysis. Of those remaining 50 participants (32 male, 18 female) 

the average age was 33.4 years (σ = 10.2 years) and the average annual driven 

distance was 17, 012 km (σ = 9730 km). 

Experimental Design 

We used a 2x2 within-subject design with semantics and HUD as independent 

variables (Table 2). All participants drove scenarios in a randomized order.  
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Table 2 - Overview over the four conditions that each driver experienced in randomized order 

Scenario Semantics HUD 

Baseline (regular turn signal) Old semantics Disabled 

Enhanced turn signal Enhanced semantics Disabled 

HUD Old semantics Enabled 

Enhanced HUD Enhanced semantics Enabled 

 

In order to evaluate the intuitive comprehensibility of these systems the participants 

were not instructed about the detailed functionality of the HMIs. In each scenario, 

the participants experienced three lane change situations of another car. This gave 

them the possibility to learn the function and logic behind each system.  

Scenario’s 

In each scenario, the participant drove on a highway with two lanes with a target 

speed of 130 km/h. During the scenario, the participants would experience lane 

change attempts. They had to decide whether they would insist on their right of way 

or allow the other car to change its lane. In order to allow the lane change, the 

participants needed to decelerate and create a gap for the merging driver. This 

behaviour triggered the lane change of the other car and in both “enhanced” 

conditions, the executions signal. In total, the participant experienced five 

encounters in which the participant would see a slower car on the right lane. In three 

situations the other car would engage a lane change to change to the participant’s 

lane. In the other two situations the car did not attempt a lane change (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Scenario used in the experiment. The dark arrows represent the target situations in 

which a car attempts a lane change manoeuvre. The grey block represents situations where a 

slower car was seen, but it did not attempt to change lanes. 

   

  Materials 

A fixed-base driving simulator at the research facilities of the Volkswagen 

Aktiengesellschaft was used. The simulator was equipped with three projectors for a 

180° front view. The interior mock-up, which was used to simulate a realistic 

cockpit, was equipped with side-mirrors and a rear-mirror aiming on three LCD 

screens. The steering of the simulation was realized through original manufacture 

steering wheels and pedals, build into the interior mock-up (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Driving simulator of the Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft used in the study. In the 

study three projectors were used to create a 180° front view. 

Procedure 

At start of the experiment, the participant was asked to fill in a demographic 

questionnaire. After this, the participants received the opportunity to familiarize 

themselves with the simulator in a training scenario. Afterwards, the participant 

completed all four scenarios in randomized order. Each scenario took approximately 

five minutes and additional five minutes for the participant to fill in a questionnaire 

regarding the experienced scenario and the experienced HMI. Afterwards, additional 

background information regarding the experiment and a small gift as compensation 

were provided to the participant.   

Data analysis 

In the present study the primary outcome variable was whether the participant did 

not insist on his/her right of way and allowed the other driver to merge by 

decelerating and creating a gap. The data were analysed by means of a Bayesian 

multi-level regression model (Gelman & Hill, 2006). The regression model includes 

the independent variables semantics and HUD as predictors. In order to explore the 

interplay between these factors, we also added the interaction effect. By virtue of the 

within-subjects design these effects could be estimated simultaneously on the 

participant and the population level. The population level effect represents the 

average response across participants. The participant-level effects were summarized 

by their degree of variation (standard deviation). A population level effect can be 

called homogenous, when the underlying participant level effects show little 

variation relative to the effect itself. 

Due to the dichotomous nature of the behavioural response (permissive behaviour/ 

no permissive behaviour), a logistic regression model was estimated with the 

predictors just described. Note that in logistic regression the coefficients are no 

longer on the scale of the outcome variable, but on a log-odds scale. As a 

consequence, these coefficients cannot be interpreted as additive changes per unit. 

Instead, when a coefficient takes the value 𝛽, then exp(𝛽) is an odd and can be 

expressed as “the odds for permissive behaviour increased by exp(𝛽)”. 
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In addition to the dichotomous variable of cooperation we used the ratings resulting 

from a questionnaire developed by Zimmermann, Fahrmeier, and Bengler (2015). 

This questionnaire asks the participant to evaluate the experienced cooperative 

situations on different scales. Hereby the questionnaire differentiates between 

perception of the situation, the own cooperative behaviour and the cooperative 

behaviour of the partner. These items were answered by the participants on a 1 to 15 

scale. We assume that the error will normally distributed around the mean of this 

scale and therefore modelled these ratings with the same model mentioned above but 

using linear regression.  

The authors decided to refrain from classical null hypothesis significance testing due 

to the serious concerns that are connected to this statistical procedure (Gelman & 

Loken, 2014; Wasserstein & Lazar, 2016). Therefore, we decided to use Bayesian 

parameter estimation approach rather than hypothesis testing (Kruschke & Liddell, 

2018). Consequently, no p-values will be reported for any treatment effects, but 

certainty statements are being derived from the marginal posterior distribution as 

95% credibility intervals. When this interval does not include zero, this is interpreted 

as sufficient certainty that there is an impact. The model was estimated using the 

package brms (Bürckner, 2016, v1.5.1) for the R statistical computing environment 

(R Core Team, 2017, v3.4.2). 

Results 

Permissive behaviour 

Our first research question regarded the change in permissive behaviour of the 

participant. Figure 3 illustrates the proportion of manoeuvres in which the merging 

car successfully changed its lane. Visual inspection of this plot shows a clear 

increase over the different encounters the participant experienced in one scenario. In 

the first encounter, around 40% of lane changes were permitted. In the third 

encounter, around 80% of the lane changes were permitted, without taking 

differences between the manipulations of the HMI into account. However, using a 

HUD to enhance the clarity of the situation, the proportion of successful lane 

changes, are 10% higher in comparison to not using the HUD (illustrated by the 

upward trend of each line). Using the enhanced semantics does not have an effect on 

the behaviour of the participants (both lines, red and blue, seem to not differ from 

each other). 
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Figure 3.Proportion of successful lane changes. Each box illustrates one encounter in each 

scenario the participants experienced. 

These visual inspections are backed by the coefficients estimated by the logistic 

regression (Table 3). The odds of a successful lane change in the first encounter only 

using the classical turn indicator is exp(-1.62 + 1.15) = .63. This translates to for 

every three unsuccessful lane changes, there were roughly two successful lane 

changes. The positive and rather large coefficients related to encounter, illustrates 

the clear upward trend observed in Figure 3. Inspecting the credibility effects of 

each estimate we can conclude that the effects are estimated with considerable high 

certainty (zero is not included in the intervals). However, the intercept, the effect of 

the classical turn indicator, varies strongly between individual participants 

(illustrated by the large standard deviation σ).  

The positive effect of the HUD found in Figure 3 can also be found in the 

coefficients estimated by the model. The usage of a HUD increases the proportion of 

permissive behaviour by the factor of exp(.76) = 2.14 and is estimated with rather 

high certainty. In contrast, the usage of enhanced semantics did practically have no 

effect (exp (-.02) = .98) on the proportion of successful lane changes. Despite the 

variation between participants observed with the classical turn indicator, the effects 

related to the HUD, the enhanced semantics and the encounter are rather 

homogenous between participants, illustrated by the smaller standard deviation.  

Next to the adjustment of the actual behaviour, the subjective perception of the 

situation was evaluated by a questionnaire after each scenario. The questionnaire 

used originates from the study executed by Zimmermann et al. (2015). This 

questionnaire measures the perceived own cooperativeness, the cooperativeness of 

the partner car, the cooperativeness of the situation in general and the impact of the 

situation on the general traffic.  
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Table 3. The coefficients table of the model predicting how often the participant allowed a 

lane change on a logistic scale. The values in brackets are the odds (exp(log(odds))). 

  

Population 

Effects 
 

 Participant-

level 

Effects 

 log(odds) Lower 2.5% Upper 2.5%  σ 

Intercept  

[No HUD / Current semantics] 
-1.62  

(.20) 
-2.48 

(.08) 
-0.82 

(.44) 
 1.39 

HUD 
.76 

(2.14) 
.11 

(1.12) 
1.42 

(4.14) 
 .52 

Enhanced semantics 
-.02 

(.98) 
-.63 

(.53) 
.59 

(1.80) 
 .45 

Encounter 
1.15 

(3.16) 

.82 

(2.27) 

1.53 

(4.62) 
 

.41 

HUD:Enhanced semantics 
.15 

(1.16) 
-.67 

(.51) 
1.02 

(2.77) 
 - 

 

 

Figure 4. Subjective ratings regarding the own cooperativeness, cooperatives of the other car, 

cooperativeness of the situation and the impact of the situation on the general traffic. Higher 

ratings represent more cooperativeness.  
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Visual inspection of Figure 4 suggests the same trend in the subjective ratings as 

observed in the permissive behaviour. However, no learning effect over the 

encounters could be measured because the subjective measurements were taken after 

the participant finished the complete driving scenario. The positive effect of the 

HUD can be observed in most of the ratings. Nevertheless, the effect of the HUD 

seems to be smallest regarding the own cooperativeness and largest regarding the 

cooperativeness of the partner car. The enhanced semantics do not seem to have an 

effect on the perceived cooperativeness on any scale. 

All those ratings were also modelled using a multi-level regression. The results of 

this regression will be reported below regarding each scale of the questionnaire. 

Own cooperativeness  

First we will inspect the regression results regarding the own cooperativeness. The 

coefficients resulting from the multi-level regression (Table 4) support the visual 

inspection. Using a HUD in order to communicate the lane change manoeuvre does 

increase the subjective impression of the participants own cooperativeness (HUD = 

.75 [CI = .22 : .90]). However, the enhanced semantics did not influence this rating 

with confident certainty (Enhanced Semantics = .24 [CI = -.10 : .55]). In addition no 

credible interaction effect (HUD:Enhanced Semantics = -.26 [CI = -.71 : .20]) or 

noteworthy inter-participant variation could be observed. 

Table 4. Regression coefficients resulting from the linear multi-level regression regarding the 

perceived own cooperativeness. 

  

Population 

Effects  

 Participant-level 

Effects 

 
Estimate 

Lower 

2.5% 

Upper 

2.5% 

 

σ 

Intercept [No HUD / Current semantics] 4.93  4.65 5.23  0.71 

HUD .57 .22 .90  .43 

Enhanced semantics .24 -.10 .55  .21 

HUD:Enhanced semantics -.26 -.71 .20  .33 

 

Cooperativeness of merging driver  

In the following section, the regression results regarding the cooperativeness of the 

merging driver are described. The coefficients resulting from the multi-level 

regression (Table 5) also support the visual inspection and are comparable to the 

result regarding the assessment of the personal cooperativeness.  The HUD 

communicating the lane change of the merging driver increases the subjective 

cooperativeness of this driver (HUD = .66 [CI =  .20 : 1.09]). However, the 

enhanced semantics did not influence this rating with confident certainty or 

practically noticeable effect (Enhanced Semantics = -.06 [CI = -.48 : .34]). In 
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addition no credible interaction effect (HUD:Enhanced Semantics = -.23 [CI = -.32 : 

.80]) or noteworthy inter-participant variation could be observed. 

Table 5. Regression coefficients resulting from the linear multi-level regression regarding the 

perceived cooperativeness of the merging driver. 

  

Population 

Effects  

 Participant-level 

Effects 

 
Estimate 

Lower 

2.5% 

Upper 

2.5% 

 

σ 

Intercept [No HUD / Current semantics] 3.65  3.26 4.02  .98 

HUD .66 .20 1.09  .91 

Enhanced semantics -.06 -.48 .34  .39 

HUD:Enhanced semantics -.23 -.32 .80  .55 

 

Cooperativeness of the situation  

In addition to the personal cooperativeness, the participants rated the 

cooperativeness of the situation in general. The coefficients resulting from the multi-

level regression modelling this rating (Table 6) also support the visual inspection 

made earlier.  The HUD communicating the lane change of the merging driver 

increases the subjective cooperativeness of the situation (HUD = .96 [CI =  .44 : 

1.47]). As before, the enhanced semantics did not influence this rating with 

confident certainty (Enhanced Semantics = .42 [CI = -.04 : .87]). However, the 

majority of the credibility interval regarding the enhanced semantics is positive. 

Therefore, we could conclude a tendency towards a positive effect. No credible 

interaction effect (HUD:Enhanced Semantics = -.13 [CI = -.78 : .53]) or noteworthy 

inter-participant variation could be observed. 

Table 6. Regression coefficients resulting from the linear multi-level regression regarding the 

perceived cooperativeness of the lane change situation. 

  

Population 

Effects  

 Participant-level 

Effects 

 
Estimate 

Lower 

2.5% 

Upper 

2.5% 

 

σ 

Intercept [No HUD / Current semantics] 4.16  3.76 4.57  .83 

HUD .96 .44 1.47  .63 

Enhanced semantics .42 -.04 .87  .28 

HUD:Enhanced semantics -.13 -.78 .53  .58 
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  Impact of the situation on general traffic 

As last scale, the cooperative questionnaire did include the subjective rating of the 

impact of the situation on the general traffic. This rating was also modelled using the 

same multi-level linear regression. The coefficients resulting from the model can be 

found in Table 7. The results paint the same picture as the visual inspection of 

Figure 4 and the results reported above. Using the HUD to communicate the lane 

change increases the impact rating, which indicates a more positive impact (HUD = 

1.00 [CI =  .23 : 1.46]). Again, the enhanced semantics did not influence the rating 

with confident certainty or noticeable effect size (Enhanced Semantics = .14 [CI = -

.27 : .53]). There is also no credible interaction effect (HUD:Enhanced Semantics = 

.03 [CI = -.55 : .61]) or noteworthy inter-participant variation observable. 

Summarizing all the results, we can say that providing additional information with a 

HUD system does have a credible and practical relevant effect. In contrast, the 

enhanced semantics did not have a credible and relevant effect on the depended 

variables. In addition to this, we could observe a large variation between participants 

regarding the basic turn indicator and a learning effect indented of HUD or enhanced 

semantics. 

Table 7. Regression coefficients resulting from the linear multi-level regression 

regarding the perceived impact on the general traffic. 

  

Population 

Effects  

 Participant-level 

Effects 

 
Estimate 

Lower 

2.5% 

Upper 

2.5% 

 

σ 

Intercept [No HUD / Current semantics] 3.74  3.38 4.10  .81 

HUD 1.00 .56 1.46  .84 

Enhanced semantics .14 -.27 .53  .28 

HUD:Enhanced semantics -.03 -.55 .61  .55 

 

Discussion 

The goal of this experiment was to investigate if better communication between 

drivers would lead to behaviour that is more permissive and increase the subjective 

cooperativeness of the situation. Therefore, we tried to enhance this communication 

by using a HUD system and applying additional semantics to the message 

communicated in a lane change manoeuvre. 

Regarding the new technologies, we could also observe very clear results. The first 

would be that the enhanced semantics we used did not have any effect on the 

permissive behaviour observed or the subjective experience of the participants. One 
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explanation could be that the implementations of these semantics did not have an 

intuitive meaning for the participants. On purpose we did not explain the different 

semantics prior to the experiment to investigate if participants would get the 

difference intuitively but this was obviously not the case. All participants were 

Volkswagen employees from different divisions, with wide ranging variety in 

backgrounds and interest in new technologies used in vehicles. However, even this 

sample close to automotive technologies did not have any advantages in interpreting 

the new semantics used in the study. Therefore, it would be of great interest if the 

enhanced semantics have a positive effect if they are explained to the participants 

prior to the experiment.  

In contrast to this, we could observe clear positive effect of the HUD concepts. Both, 

the permissive behaviour and the subjective assessment of the situations, were 

positively influenced if the intention of the lane change was not only communicated 

by the turn indicator but additionally by the HUD system. In contrast to the 

enhanced semantics, this function could be understood intuitively, because this 

positive effect was observable from the very first encounter and stayed constant over 

the duration of the situation. This supports the assumption that adding information to 

the limited capacity of the turn indicator can enhance the communication between 

drivers and does also increase permissive behaviour of drivers. Even though the 

information in general stays the same, the more salient presentation and the location 

in the field of view, generated by the HUD, seem to address the driver more direct. 

A possible explanation could be, that the driver feels more responsible, if the 

information is provided by the HUD of his own car and not only by the turn 

indicator of another car. 

Interestingly we could also observe a large variation between participants in reaction 

to the traditional turn indicator, especially in their behaviour. This supports the 

theory of Salvucci and Liu (2002) that there are different types of usage of the turn 

indicator and reproduces the observation of Haar et al. (2018). 

Another interesting observation was the clear learning effect in permissive 

behaviour with each encounter the participant had in every situation. This effect was 

independent of the technology used. However, the learning effect was independent 

from the order in which the participants experienced the different technologies and 

the technologies itself. One could think that participants could learn the positions of 

the lane changes in the different scenarios. In that case, we should be unable to 

observe a positive trend in the following scenarios. However, this was not the case. 

Therefore, the general upward trend in permissive behaviour needs to have a 

different explanation than learning the position of the behaviour or the different 

technologies.  

However, there are also some limitations to the findings of this experiment. The 

experiment was executed in a driving simulator where real participants interacted 

with scripted behaviour of computer-controlled drivers. As mentioned before, 

interactions in traffic are complex situations with a lot of influencing. Even though 

participants reported that the car controlled by the simulation did behave 

realistically, natural traffic brings more variation in the behaviour of drivers and 
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therefore each situation is different. Therefore, the effect of the used technologies 

should be tested in a more realistic driving environment. 

Conclusion 

The study described here illustrates that cooperative lane change maneuverers can be 

enhanced by providing information to the driver from additional sources than only 

the classical turn indicator. However, we could not show that rephrasing the 

meaning of the traditional turn signal by using enhanced semantics can be 

interpreted intuitively. It could be indicated that the information provided by the 

traditional turn signal maybe not sufficient to communicate all information that a 

driver needs. Therefore, this study can be a starting point to rethink the traditional 

technologies used to communicate in traffic and develop solutions that aid the driver 

in future traffic.    
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